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ABSTRACT
The present study demonstrates that the Reduced
Navier Stokes code RNS3D can be used very effectively to
develop a vortex generator installation for the purpose of
minimizing the engine face circumferemial distortion by
controlling the development of secondary flow. The com-
puting times required are small enough that studies such as
this are feasible within an analysis-design environment with
all its constraints of time and costs. This research study also
established the nature of the performance improvements
that can be realized with vortex flow control, and suggests
a set of aerodynamic properties (called observations) that
can be used to arrive at a successful vortex generator in-
stallation design. The ultimate aim of this research is to
manage inlet distortion by controlling secondary flow
through an arrangements of vortex generators configura-
tions tailored to the specific aerodynamic characteristics of
the inlet duct. This study also indicated that scaling between
flight and typical wind tunnel test conditions is possible only
within a very narrow range of generator configurations close
to an optimum installation. This paper also suggests a
possible law that can be used to scale generator blade height
for experimental testing, but further research in this area ts
needed before it can be effectively applied to practical
problems. Lastly, this study indicated that vortex generator
installation design for inlet ducts is more complex than sim-
ply satisfying the the requirement of attached flog', it must
satisfy the requirement of minimum engine face distortion.
NOM ENCLATURE
A, = inlet throat area
c = generator chord length
c_ = decay constant defined by Eq. (3)
(7/ = wall skin friction coefficient
d .= lateral spacing between generator blades
D, = inlet throat diameter
DC_o = distortion descriptor defined as the
maximum (Pt..,- Pt_,.)/Pt,..
in any 60.0 ° sector
h = generator b]ade height
L = length of inlet duct
M, = inlet throat Math number
n._ = number of vortex generator pairs
PIo = free stream total pressure
Pt,.. = average total pressure at the engine face
PI,,,, = minimum total pressure at engine face dl0
in any sector of extent 60.0 °
q... = average dynamic pressure at the engine face
• = distance between field point and
generator tip
R, = inlet throat radius
R,/ = engine face radius
Rey = inlet Reynolds number based on
throat diameter
Copyright © 1992 American Institute of Aeronautics and
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Tto = free stream tbtal temperature
u = flow velocity at generator tip
X, Y, Z ,= primary, cartesian coordinates
X,,. 1",,.Z,, = cartesian coordinates along inlet centerline
X,, = axial location of generator sector region
= aerodynamic angle of incidence, radians
_,, = generator spacing angle
,a,, = vane angle of incidence
3 = boundary layer thickness
APt = total pressure loss of vortex generators
f'0 = vortex strength at tip of generator,
defined by Eq. (2)
r, = vortex strength at fieldpoint in
cross-section, defined by Eq. (i)
p = fluid density
0, ,,, generator sector angle
INTRODUCTION
Modem tactical aircraft are required to be
maneuverable at subsonic, transonic, and supersonic speeds,
without giving up good cruise performance. Consequently,
proper integration of the engine inlet with the airframe is of
paramount importance. Regarding the enhancement of inlet
performance and operation, design for optimum airframe-
inlet integration has the following goals: (1) to minimize
approach flow angularity with respect to the inlet cowl lip,
(2) to deliver uniform, high pressure recovery flow to the
inlet face, (3) to prevent or minimize vortex, wake, and
boundat 3' layer ingestion by the inlet throughout the flight
envelope, (4) to reduce FOD,'hot gas ingestion by the inlet,
and finally (5) to minimize the potential for flog" field inter-
ference from weapon carriage:firing, landing gear deploy-
ment, tanks, pods, or other hardware. The combination of
inlet design and airframe integration must not only provide
high pressure recover3.' to maintain the desired thrust levels,
but also generate low flow distortion consistent with stable
engine operation.
Engine face flow distortion is one of the most trou-
blesome and least understood problems for designers of
modem inlet engine systems. 1"2 One issue is that there are
numerous sources of flow field distortion that are ingested
by the inlet or generated within the inlet duct itself. Among
these sources are (1) flow separation at the cowl lip during
maneuvering flight, (2) flow separation on the compression
surfaces due to shock-wave boundat 3' layer interactions, (3)
spillage of the fuselage boundary layer into the inlet duct, (4)
ingestion of aircraft vortices and wakes emanating from up-
stream disturbances, and (5) secondary flow and possibly
flow separation within the inlet duct itself'. Most aircraft
have experienced one or more of these' types of problems
during development, particularly at high Math numbers
and/or extreme maneuver conditions, such that flow dis-
tortion at the engine face exceeded allowable surge limits.
Such compatibility problems were encountered in the early
versions of the B70, the F-l l l, the F-14, the M1G-25, the
Tornado and the Airbus A300 to name a few examples.
Oneofthemostcommonlyusedmethodstocontrol
localboundarylayerseparationwithindiffusingductsi the
placementof vortexgeneratorsupstreamof the problem
area. Vortex generators in use today are small wing sections
mounted on the inside surface of the inlet inclined at an an-
gle to the on-coming flow to generate a shed vortex. The
generators are usually sized to the local boundary layer
height for the best interaction between the shed vortex and
boundary layer, and are usually placed in groups of two or
more upstream of the problem area. The principle of
boundary layer control using vortex generators in this man-
ner relies on induced mixing between the external or core
stream and the boundary layer.
It was not until the confirmation test by Kaldschmidt
Syltebo, and Ting, 3 on the 727 center inlet for the refanned
JTgD engine that an attempt was made to use vortex gen-
erators to restructure the development of secondary flog' in
order to improve the engine face distortion level. With this
work, a reD" important shift in strategy on the use of vortex
generators had occurred. The perspective had moved from
a local one, in which the goal was to prevent boundary layer
separation, to a global one, in which the goal was to manage
secondars flow in order to minimize engine face distortion.
However, in order to effectively accomplish this new goal,
the design strategy must shift from an experimental to an
analysis based methodology, because of the high costs as-
sociated with experimental parametric studies.
The overall objective of this study is to advance the
understanding, the prediction, and the control of inlet dis-
t..ortion, and to study the basic interactions that are involved
in the management of secondary flows within inlet ducts
using Computational Fluid Dynamics. To this end, a series
of observations were made by Anderson, Huang, Paschal,
and Cavatorta, 4 concerning the importance of various
vortex generator design parameters in minimizing engine
face distortion within the 727/TAY651-54 center inlet S-
duct. This paper continues with an examination of the cen-
tral question as to whether judgements about generator
installations optimized for flight conditions can be drawn
from scaled wind tunnel test results, and enlarges on the
study of the aerodynamic properties of engine face distortion
and its control to cover a wider range of flow conditions.
Specifically, the goals of the present paper are: (!) to dem-
onstrate the capability of the Reduced Navier Stokes code
RNS3D to design a vortex generator system for the
RAE2129 inlet S-duct, which will be tested over a wide
range conditions including angle-of-incidence and angle-of-
yaw, (2) to investigate the similarities and differences be-
tween designing and testing generator installations under
flight and scaled wind tunnel test conditions, and (3) to
make some formal observations concerning the importance
of various vortex generator installation parameters in mini-
mizing engine face distortion over arange of flow conditions
from typical scaled wind tunnel test to flight Reynolds
numbers.
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Three dimensional viscous subsonic flows in complex
inlet duct geometries are investigated by a numerical proce-
dure which allows solution by spatial forward marching in-
tegration, utilizing flog" approximations from the
velocity-decomposition approach of Briley and
McDonald. s'6 The goal of this approach is to achieve a level
of approximation that will yield accurate flow predictions,
while reducing the labor below that needed to solve the full
Navier Stokes equation_;. The governing equations for this
approach have been given previously for onhogonal coor-
dinates, and the approach has been applied successfully to
problems whose geometries can be fitted conveniently with
orthogonal coordinate systems. However, geometries en-
countered in typical subsonic inlet ducts cannot be treated
easily using orthogonal coordinates, and this led to an ex-
tension of this approach by Les3,, Briley, and McDonald, 7
to treat ducted geometries with nonorthogonal coordinates.
In generalizing the geometry formulation, Anderson, s ex-
tended the analysis to cover ducted geometries defined by
an externally generated grid/_le, such that it allowed for (I)
reclustering the existing gridfile, (2) redefining the centerline
space curve, and (3) altering the cross-sectional shape and
area distribution without returning to the original gridfile.
This version of the 3D RNS computer code is called
RNS3D.
Vortex Generalor Model
The model for the vortex generators within the RNS
analysis takes advantage of the stream function-vorticity
formulation of the governing equations. The shed vortex is
modeled by introducing a source terra into the vonicity
equation that is a function of the geometric characteristics
of the generators themselves. This source term is introduced
at every point in the cross-plane in the form of the fol]owing
expression
Fp = Foe- (q,2) (1)
where F, is the vortex strength at any point in the cross-
plane, F0 is the vortex strength at the tip of the generator, •
is the distance between the field point and the tip of the
generator, and e_ is a constant which controls the decay of
the shed vortex strength in the cross-plane. The geometry
oftbe generator is related to the vortex strength at the blade
tip through the term F0, defined by
F o= g.Opuc tanh(a) (2)
where p is the fluid density, u is the .'elocity of the flog" at
the generator tip, e is the chord length, and a is the aero-
dynamic angle of attack in radians. The decay constant cj
in Eq. (I) is given by the expression
cj= 4.01e2 (3)
This vortex model resembles the one proposed by Squire, 9
except that it neglects the variation of viscosity in the
cross-plane. Although there is limited experimental data in
the literature to validate computer codes for the analysis of
installed vortex generator systems, RNS3D and the genera-
tor model described by Eqs. (i) through (3), have been vali-
dated for three (3) pairs of counter-rotating vortex
generators installed in the University of Tennessee dffusing
S-duct, I° and verified for an installation composed of nine
(9) pairs of co-rotating generators and seven (7) pairs of
counter.rotationg generators within the 727/TAY651-54
center inlet, 'l all with very good results.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Vortex Gfnerator Design Considerations
An extensive study was undertaken to develop a
vortex generator installation for the RAE2129 inlet S-duct,
and to examine the the relationship between the important
design variables for the purpose of developing an under-
standing on how best to control inlet distortion. It was es-
tablished 4 that vortex generator design for the purpose of
minimizing engine face distortion depends on the initial
conditions, i.e. generator installation design is a point design
and all other flow conditions are off-design. Thus the in-
stalled performance achieved over a range of conditions de-
pends on compromises made in the geometry, arrangement,
and location of the vortex generators within the inlet duct.
For that reason, this paper will consider four generator in-
stallation designs each based on different objectives. The
four generator designs include; (1) an optimum vortex gen-
erator installation designed for the AGARD Test Case 3.2
flowconditions,(2)anoptimumvortexgeneratorconfig-
urationdesignedfortheAGARDTestCase3.]flowcondi-
tions,(3)avortexgeneratorinstallationptimizedforflight
conditions,and(4)a generator installation with the same
geometrT as that optimized for flight conditions, but relo-
cated within the inlet to operate at the Test Case 3.2 initial
conditions. The purpose of the last two generator config-
urations is to dctermine whether judgements about genera-
tor configurations optimized for flight conditions can be
drawn from scaled wind tunnel tests results. The AGARD
Test Cases 3.] and 3.2 are considered to be of typical scaled
wind tunnel test results, and are defined by:
AGARD Case 3.1 Test and Initial Conditions
Total Pressure
Total Temperature
Throat Mach Number
Throat Diameter
Throat Area
Reynolds Number (based on D,)
Pto = 29.889 in. Hg
Tto = 293* K
A1,= 0.794
D, = 5.071 in.
A, = 25.254 in?
Rey = 1.848x106
AGARD Case 3.2 Test and Initial Conditions
Total Pressure
Total Temperature
Throat Mach Number
Throat Diameter
Throat Area
Reynolds Number (based on D,)
Pro = 29.865 in. Hg
Tto = 293 ° K
M, = 0.412
D, = 5.071 in.
A, = 25.254 in3
Re),= 1.158x1@
Flight conditions for this study are considered to be a throat
Mach number M, of 0.412 and Reynolds number Re), of
8.264xl06 based on inlet throat diameter.
Inslalled Vortex Generator Performance Characteristics
The RAE2129 inlet duct geometry and computational
mesh used in this stud) is shown in Fig. 1, and was based
on a stud) by Willmer, Brown, and Goldsmith. II The
centcrline of the inlet defined in terms of the coordinate
system shown in Fig. I is given by:
- AZ,;[I - { Xa
where X. is the x-coordinate of the inlet duct centerline, and
AZ,, in the centerline offsct. The radius distribution meas-
ured perpendicular to the duct centerline is given by:
4. , ,]
where R, is the inlet throat radius, Re is the engine face ra-
dius, and L is the length of thc inlet. For the purposes of
the calculations, the IL._,E 2129 S-duct was
nondimensionalized with respect to the throat radius, thus
R, = 1.0, Re= !.183, L = 7.10, and AZ,,= 2.13.
A polar grid topology was chosen for the RAE2129
S-duct which consisted of 49 radial, 49 circumferential, and
121 streamwise nodal points in the half plane, for a total
number of 290,521 grid points. The CPU time was 8.3
minutes on the CRAY XMP for this computational grid.
The large number of mesh points was chosen in order to
resolve the small interactions that are charac!eristic of
vortex generator flow fields within the inlet duct. The
internal grid was constructed such that the transverse com-
putational plane was perpendicular to the duct eenterline.
Grid clustering was used in the radial direction in order to
redistribute the nodal points to resolve the high shear re-
gions near the wall. The flow in the inlet was considered
turbulent throughout. The inflow boundarT layer condition
corresponds to a shear layer thickness 6/R,=0.120, and
were applied one diameter upstream of the inlet entrance in
the constant area extension.
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Fig. (1) - Geometry definition for the RAE2129 intake duct.
Duct Q, 0 -- 180°
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Fig. (2) - Geometry definition of co-rotating vortex generators.
The geometry of the co-rotating vortex generators
used in this study along with the nomenclature used in po-
sitioning the individual blades are presented in Figs. 2 and
3. The important geometric design parameters include: (I)
the vortex generator blade height h/R, (2) the blade chord
length c/R,, and (3) the vane angle of attack ,B,,. Instead of
the usual spacing parameter d/R,, i.e. the distance between
adjacent blades, the positioning of the vortex generator
blades was described in terms of a lateral spacing angle %
and a sector angle over which the blades were positioned 0,.
For this study, the relationship between blade spacing angle
a,_ and sector angle. 0, is given by
O_ = a_(n_- +) (6)
where n., is the number of pairs of vortex generator blades.
Eq. (6) was also used to position the individual generator
blades around the inside periphery of the inlet duct at a
given axial sector location XJR,. The angle O, was measured
counter-clockwise relative to an azimuthal angle of 180"
with respect to the vertical axis of the duct. It should be
remembered that only a half-duct calculation was performed
in this study, and Eq. (6) is used to place the individual
vortex generators within that half-duct, Thus, the total
number of vortex generators within the real inlet is twice the
number actually used in the calculation. Also, since the
other half of the inlet duct is the mirror image of the com-
putational duct, each co-rotating generator can be view as
having a corresponding mirror image, i.e. the co-rotating
vortex generators can be labeled as pairs. Shown in Fig. 4
are the axial locations of the vortex generator sector regions
coveredinthisstud)'.Thesesectorregionswereposmoned
betweenX,,/R, = 1.0 and ._Cj/R, = 5.0 and covered a sector
angle 8, up to 157.5" in half-plane computational duct, or
315.0" in the real duct.
Fig. (3) - Nomenclature used for vortex generator positioning.
;t,d #, = o.__
Engin[ Face
Fig. (4) - Axial locations of the vortex generator sector regions.
The standard blade section used in this stud}' was
composed of a low aspect ratio flat-plate vane type genera-
tor, where the ratio of blade height to chord length h/c was
fixed at 0.259, and the vane angle-of-incidence ,6,_ g'as set
at 16.0". Although not part of this stud}', it has been found
that the strength of the individual vortex from the generator
blade does not vat 3- rapidly with vane angle-of-incidence fl,_
for log" aspect ratio vanes, and so the system is relatively
insensitive to changes in local flow direction on the surface.
This is in agreement with the conclusions reached by
Pearcy 12 who obtained his information from experimental
measurements.
For comparison with the experimentally measured
inlet performance, computation were made at inlet throat
M ach numbers of 0.79,:1 and, and 0.412, and corresponding
Reynolds numbers of 1.848x106 and 1.158x106 based on inlet
throat diameter D,. These correspond to the AGARD Test
Case 3.1 and 3.2 initial conditions previously defined. Figs.
5 and 6 show a comparision between the measured and cal-
culated engine face total pressure recovery and engine face
DC, o distortion for the RAE2129 S-duct inlet without vortex
flow control and with vortex generator configuration VG 130
installed in the inlet. Vortex generator installation VG130,
which is the configuration optimized for the Test Case. 3.2
initial flog" conditions, gave the best overall performance
between Math numbers 0.10 to 0.80, and is defined by:
Vortex Generator Configuration VGI30
.Number of Co-Rotating Generator Pairs:
Vortex Generator Sector Location:
Generator Blade Height:
Generator Chord Length:
Generator Spacing Angle:
Generator Vane Angle-of-Attack:
Generator Sector Angle:
n,_= 11
a:,/R,-- 3.0
h/R, = 0.075
c/R, = 0.2896
=,t =" 15.0*
/_.z = 16.0"
0, = 157.5"
The theoretical performance is shown in Figs. 5 and 6
as a function of inlet throat Mach number, at Reynolds
number corresponding to the Test Case 3.1 and Test Case
3.2 initial conditions, i.e. Rev = 1.848x10' and
Rey = 1.158xllY respectively. For the range of inlet throat
Mach numbers between 0.412 and 0.794, the analysis indi-
cated the flow separated, and the separation was that asso-
ciated with vortex lift-off, t° The separation (or vortex liftof0
occurring at an inlet Mach number of 0.412 was "weak", and
progressively increased in strength as the throat Mach
number increased, becoming quite severe at an inlet Mach
number of 0.794. RNS3D was able to predict the total
pressure recovery for "weak" separation quite well, but the
difference between analysis and measurements become pro-
gressively worse as the separation increases in strength, i.e.
as its influence on the overall inlet flog' field becomes more
pronounced. The over prediction of inlet total pressure re-
coverT at the higher throat Mach numbers results from the
fact that current turbulence models are unable to represent
severe turbulent separation (or vortex lift-off) with sufficient
accuracy to predict the separation location and total pres-
sure losses. Current turbulence models invariably predict
separation further downstream in the inlet duct than is in-
dicated by measurements. The good predictions of the
DC_o engine face distortion in the higher Mach number
range probably resulted from compensating errors, although
differences between calculations and measurements could
also have occurred because the distortion parameter was
evaluated from the computational mesh rather than the lo-
cation of the probes on the measuring rake and the data re-
duction technique used in the experiment.
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Fig. (5) - Effect of vortex flow control on engine face total
pressure recover), for the RAE2129 intake duct,
vortex generator configuration VGI30.
With vortex generator configuration VGI30 installed
in the inlet, the flow remains attached over the entire Mach
number range considered, affecting a number of important
flog" properties. First and foremost, vortex generator con-
figuration VGI30 suppressed both the Mach number and
Reynolds number influence on the DC_ engine face dis-
tortion characteristics. Secondly, the level of engine face
.5
d
* .4
.[
N
,_1.I
.0
circumferential distortion was reduced to a very acceptable
level over a wide range of inlet throat Mach numbers.
Thirdly, as a consequence of the vortex generator installa-
tion, an additional total pressure loss occurred as result of
mixing between the vortex flow and the main flow within the
inlet. Theses losses are a function of both Mach number
and Reynolds number.
Experiment
O Test Case3.!
[] Test Case3.2
Anal)sis
_Wilhou! Vortex Generators
ff')_Vortex GeneratorConfig,VGI30
_i58x10 '_
"_'Rej'= 1.848x10"
._Rej'ffi i,158x10 f'
Rc.r ffi 1.848xl0 '_
I 1 I _ I I I I I I
.0 .l .2 .O .4 .5 .8 .7 .8 .O
Throat Mach Number, AI,
Fig. (6) - Effect of vortex flow control on engine face
DC.o distortion for the RAE2129 intake duct,
vortex generator configuration VGI30.
Along a constant Reynolds number line, the strength
of the secondary flow decreased as the throat Mach number
or weight flow decreased, and this resulted in a rapid lower-
ing of the engine face distortion in the Mach number range
between 0.79..1 and 0.412. In the Mach number range be-
tween 0...112 and 0.10, where the flow remains attached to
the inlet walls, the DCo distortion decreased more slowly,
becoming almost constant, and approaching a finite value
at zero Mach number (see discussion below). This results
from the fact that the secondary flow decreased at about the
same rate as the average engine face dynamic pressure.
However, the combined interaction between the induced
secondary flow and vortex flow established by the generator
installation was such that the resultant secondaq flow al-
ways decreased at about the same rate as the average engine
face dynamic pressure. This combined interaction resulted
in an "essentially constant' DC_ engine face distortion over
the entire inlet throat Mach number range from 0.10 to
0.794, and a suppression of the Reynolds number influence
between Rey = 1.158x1@, and Re)'= 1.84Sxl@. It should
be indicated here that the installed characteristics of vortex
generator configuration VGI30 resulted from proper sizing
and arrangement of the generator blades, as well as location
with the inlet duct. Had another size, arrangement or lo-
cation of generators been chosen, the installed results could
be very different.
It is important to indicate that the DC_ distortion
descriptor has the interesting property that both the numer-
ator (defined by the pressure difference Pt,, - Pt,,,,) and the
denominator (defined by the average dynamic pressure q,,
at the engine face) approach zero as the inlet throat Mach
number approaches zero. In addition, in examining inlet
throat Mach number effects on DC_o engine face distortion,
it is important to understand that what is being measured is
the change in a pressure difference relative to the the aver-
age engine face dynamic pressure, both of which decrease
with Mach number. The pressure difference Pt,,- Pr,,o is
affected by inlet throat Mach number in two ways, namely
(!) as a simple compressibility effect, and (2) as changes in
the strength and development secondary flow itself. It is the
changes in the strength and development of secondary flow
over the flight envelope that is the very heart of under-
standing inlet distortion.
Generator Influence on Engine Face Flo_ Field
Presented in Figsi' 7 through I0 are the engine face
total pressure recovery maps and secondarT flow field with-
out vortex generators and with vortex generator configura-
tion VGI30 installed in the P_,_E2129 inlet duct, for both
Test Case 3.1 and 3.2 initial conditions. Also shown on
these figures are the DC6o engine face distortion_ values, and
the engine face total press__u_urerecovery Pt,:/Pto values. The
performance parameters Pt,:/Pto and DC_ were computed
using area weighted values from the computational mesh,
rather than the rake used in the experiment.
It is evident from these figures that vortex generator
configuration VGI30 had the effect of distributing the low
energy flow in a more uniform manner around the inside
periphe_ of the engine face, thus decreasing the DC_o engine
face distortion substantially. However, the penalty associ-
ated with this redistribution pr_.occess is a decrease in engine
face total pressure recover Pt,:/Pto. The computed total
pressure loss APt/Pto associated with an installation com-
posed of eleven (11) generator pairs is 0.005 at the Test Case
3.1 initial conditions and 0.004 at the Test Case 3.2 inlet
conditions (see section entitled A Perspective on Vortex
Generator Design for a discussion on the measured losses
associated with generator installations at flight Reynolds
numbers). Although mixing takes place between the high
energy core flow and low energy boundary layer flow the
primary gains result as a consequence of this redistribution
process. Thus, vortex flow control of inlet distortion can
also be viewed as creating a new secondary flow field that
will redistribute the low energy flow in a more uniform
manner at the engine face station.
TOTAL PRESSURE SECONDARY FLOW
Fig. (7) - Engine facefio_ field for the RAE2129 intake duct
without vortex generators, Test Case 3.1
initial conditions.
TOTAL PRESSURE SECONDARY FLOW
Fig. (g) - Engine face flow field for the RAE2129 intake duct
with vortex generator configuration VGI30,
Test Case 3.1 initial conditions.
TOTALPRESSURE SECONDARY FLOW
Fig. (9) - Engine face flow field for the RAE2129 intake duct
without vortex generators, Test Case 3.2
initial conditions.
TOTAL PRESSURE SECONDARY FLOW
Fig. (10) - Engine face flow field for the RAE2129 intake
ssith vortex generator configuration VGI30,
Test Case 3.2 initial conditions.
duct
On the Differences Betneen Flight and Test Performance
Presented in Fig. I i is the effect of vortex generator
blade height h/R, on engine face DC_ distortion at three inlet
initial conditions, i.e. flight, Test Case 3.2, and Test Case 3.1
initial conditions. The vortex generator installation was
composed of eleven (I 1) pairs of co-rotating generators lo-
cated at an axial position X,,/R, = 3.0 with an angular lateral
spacing % of 15.0" between the generator blades. The re-
suits presented in Fig. i l illustrate one of the primary dif-
ferences between generator installations designed for flight
conditions and those which are optimized for wind tunnel
test conditions, i.e. the optimum blade height is smaller at
the higher Reynolds numbers that are associated with flight
conditions. Comparing the Test Case 3.2 and 3.1 perform-
ance results on Fig. 11 indicates Mach number M, also plays
a role in determining the optimum blade height. Figure 1 !
indicates the important characteristic that the installed per-
formance degrades much faster at scaled test conditions than
at flight conditions, hence the choice of blade height be-
comes a more crihcal decision at wind tunnel conditions.
In sunLmary, it can be observed from Fig. 11 that
For a given configuration of vortex generators positioned
at a fixed axial location, there exists a blade height which
will minimize the engine face distortion.
Figure 12 shows the effect vortex generator sector
location X, JR, on engine face DC, o distortion at the three
initial conditions and corresponding optimum generator
blade height h/R, determined from Fig. I I. The generator
installation was again composed of eleven (l l) co-rotating
blades using an angular spacing _., oflS.0 °, These optimum
generator blade heights h/R, were detemd'aed to be 0.060 for
flight conditions, 0.075 for the AGARD Test Case 3.2 con-
dition, and 0,080 for the AGARD Test case 3,1 initial con-
ditions. At each of these optimum generator blade heights
and test conditions, the location for these installations were
all at the same axial location at X,z--3.0. Figure 12 also
demonstrates that sca_ing between flight and wind tunnel
test conditions are possible only in the neighborhood of a
vortex generator installation that has been optimized for
blade height and sector location, i.e. an optimum generator
design. The numerical results of this paper suggests that a
Mach number and Reynolds number expression for opti-
mum generator blade height of the form:
h = k(M_)Rey -°hIs (7)
may be applicable to scale an installation design for flight
so that it can be tested under wind tunnel conditions, al-
though the generator installation under stud}' must be close
to an optimum configuration, tlowever, the total pressure
recovery Pt,j/Pto will not scale since it is a function of
Reynolds number, and the off-design characteristics such as
angle-of-incidence and angle-of-yaw will probably scale only
within the neighborhood of the conditions used to optimize
the generator installation. Figure 12 also indicates that the
degradation in performance as the flow conditions move
further from that which were used to optimize the vortex
generator installation is much faster under test conditions
that at flight conditions. This characteristic can be related
to the generator scale effect _5/h (ratio of boundar3, laver
thickness to generator blade height) and is caused by the
fact that in three dimensional inlet ducts, the boundary layer
thickness changes more rapidly at the lower Reynolds num-
bers as a result of the effects of secondary flow. Because of
this characteristic, the placement of the generator is more
critical at tunnel test conditions than it is at flight condi-
tions, but the following fundamental aerodynamic property
is still a valid observation over a wide range of flog" condi-
tions:
For a given geometry and arrangement of vortex generators,
there exists an axial location which will minimize engine face
distortion at a given inlet flow condition.
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Fig. (I 1) - Effect of vortex generator blade height (h/g) on
engine face DC, o distortion at three inlet
initial conditions.
The results indicated in Figs. 11 and 12 defined three
vortex generator installations, namely (1) an optimum
vortex generator installation designed for the AGA RD Test
Case 3.2 flow conditions, (2) an optimum vortex generator
configuration designed for the AGARD Test Case 3.1 flow
conditions, (3) a vortex generator installation optimized for
flight conditions. These generator configurations have been
labeled VGI30, VG230, and VG430 respectively. Vortex
generator installation VG130 has been previously defined,
however, configuration VG230 and VG430 are specifically
defined as:
Vortex Generator Configuration VG230
Number of Co-Rotating Generator Pairs:
Vortex Generator Sector Location:
Generator Blade Height:
Generator Chord Length:
Generator Spacing Angle:
Generator Vane Angle-of-Attack:
Generator Sector Angle:
nq= 11
.,t_[R, = 3.0
h/R, = O.OSO
c/R. = 0.2896
a., --- 15.0"
B._ = 16.0"
8, = 157.5"
Vortex Generator Config.uration VG430
Number of Co-Rotating Generator Pairs:
Vortex Generator Sector Location:
Generator Blade Height:
Generator Chord Length:
Generator Spacing Angle:
Generator Vane Angle-of-Attack:
Generator Sector Angle:
n,_= 11
X.,IR,= 3.0
h/R, = 0.060
c/R, = 0.2896
aq = 15.0"
Bq = 16.0"
0, = 157.5"
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Fig. (13) - Effect of vortex generator sector location (X.,IR_) on
engine face DC__ distortion, vortex generator
configuration VG430, Test Case 3.2
_ h/R, ffi0 080 and flight conditions.
Test Ca_ 3.1Condi i - Figure 14 presents the effect ol vortex generator sec-
[ ton, tor location X,j/R, on the engme face DC_%dlstortton ?_th
\ /h,D .... _ - vortex generator configuration X,G430 (delmea aoove) at
\ \ [ 3";es'tCa'se"3.2 flight conditions. The total pressure recovery maps shown
_\ [1 Conditions in Fig. 14 indicates the manner in which the performance
x \\ / / - -changes with axial position and suggests that this generator
\ \\ ] J h/R,_= 0.060 installation increases in strength as its location is moved
"_ J/ Fli_gh!Uondmons upstream from the optimum postion and decreases in
_ / strength as the generator installation is moved downstream
i I I I I l
1 2 3 4 5 6
Vortex Generator Sector Location, A.,/R,
Fig. (12) - Effect of vortex generator sector location (X,,/R,) on
engine face DC_ distortion at three inlet initial
conditions and corresponding optimum
generator blade heights (h/R,).
It is apparent from the discussions of Figs. I! and 12
that the generator scale d_[h (i.e. the ratio of local boundaD"
layer thickness to generator blade height) plays a very im-
portant role in determining installed vortex generator per-
formance and also suggests that a generator installation
optimized for flight can be relocated within the inlet to give _ .08
the similar performance as in scaled wind tunnel tests. Fig- _, .07
ure !3 presents the effect of generator sector location X,j/R,
on engine face DC_ distortion for generator configuration _ .08
VG430 operating both at Test Case 3.2 and flight condi- _..05
tions. At flight conditions, the optimum axial position for _ .04
configuration VG430 is at a location X, JR,-- 3.0, and this
location provides very low engine facedistortion. However, ,_
the distortion of this generator configuration at the Test
Case 3.2 conditions is veo' high. By moving the VG430 _ .02
configuration forward where the boundary layer is thinner, = .ol
the engine face DC_ distortion decreases to a more accept-
able level. This defines the fourth generator installation in .oo o
this series, i.e. (4) a generator installation with the same
geometry as that optimized for flight conditions, but relo-
cated within the inlet to operate at the Test Case 3.2 initial
conditions. This configuration of co-rotating vortex gener-
ators is defined as:
relative to this optimum location. Under angle-of-incidence
or angle-of-yaw conditions, it would be expected that the
overall ratio of boundary layer thickness to generator height
fi/h to increase, and therefore a decrease in the overall ef-
fectiveness of the generator installation can be expected.
However, by moving the generator installation forward of its
optimum position, the overall performance at angle-of-
incidence and angle-of-yaw can be improved and even opti-
mized, i.e. the aerodynamic properties of vortex flow
control that have been discussed are valid at the off-design
conditions of angle-of-incidence and angle-of-yaw.
I I ,, l , I I
I _ 3 4 5 8
Vortex Generator Sector Location, X,,/R,
Fig. (14) - Effect or vortex generator sector location (X,,/R,)
on engine face DC_ distortion, vortex generator
configuration VG430, flight conditions.
Vortex Generator Configuration VG310 Observations on Vortex Generator In_allation Design
Number of Co-Rotating Generator Pairs:
Vortex Generator Sector Location:
Generator Blade Height:
Generator Chord Length:
Generator Spacing Angle:
Generator Vane Angle-of-Attack:
Generator Sector Angle:
n,s= II
X.,/ R,= 1.o
h/R, = 0.060
clR, = 0.2896
,% = 15.0"
/_,_= 16.0"
O, = 157.5"
The relative engine face distortion levels at different
flight conditions is important since inlets must be designed
to operate with low distortion over a flight envelope. Trades
between what is needed at one flight condition, such as
takeoff, and what is needed at other conditions, such as
transonic maneuvering a't low altitudes or cruise, must be
made. Reynolds number, Mach number, inlet mass flow
andenginetolerancecanall changefromoneoperating
conditionto another,h is important therefore to under-
stand the influence of these various operating factors as well
as the large number of design parameters associated with the
geomet_-, arrangement, and placement of the generators
within the inlet duct. One such geometric parameter identi-
fied by Pcarcy, 12 "as the single most important factor in es-
tablishing an effective vortex pattern" for the suppression
of flow separation is the lateral distance between adjacent
vorticies, i.e. spacing angle in the terminology of this paper.
However, the spacing angle can not be examined without
first understanding the importance of sector angle in vortex
generator design, and these parameters are related in this
study according to Eq. (6).
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Fig. (15) - Effect of vortex generator sector angle (0,) on engine
face DC, o distortion, VG 130 series vortex generators,
Test Case 3.2 initial conditions.
Figure 15 presents the effect of generator sector angle
0, on DC_ engine face distortion for the VGI30 series gen-
erator configurations at the Test Case 3.2 initial conditions.
Also shown on Fig. 15 are the engine face recover). maps at
each of generator sector angles considered in the analysis.
As the number of vortex generator pairs increases, at a
constant spacing angle of 15.0 °, the sector angle will in-
crease according to Eq. (6). Increasing the number of vortex
generators enlarges the sector angle over which the vortex
generators are positioned, and this has the effect of "spread-
ing" the low energy flow more evenly around the the engine
face, and consequently decreasing the engine face
circumferential distortion. Therefore, improved engine face
DC_ distortion was achieved by increasing the number of
generator pairs installed around the inside periphery of the
inlet duct. This can clearly be seen from the engine face re-
cover3" maps presented in Fig. 15. The penalty associated
with increasing the number of vortex generator pairs is a
decrease in engine face total pressure recover3.'. The com-
puted total pressure loss APqPto associated with an instal-
lation composed of eleven (I I) generator pairs is 0.008 at the
Test Case 3.1 initial conditions and 0.004 at the Test Case
3.2 inlet conditions. These results indicate that the losses
associated with vortex generator installations is a strong
function of Mach number. In summary, it can be observed
that:
The sector angle at which the minimum engine face dis-
tortion occurs will be at least 360 ° although a 'local opti-
mum' can occur depending on the chosen distortion
descriptor and angle over which the averaging process takes
place.
Presented in Fig. 16 is a comparison between the
vortex generator sector angle 0, characteristics for a genera-
tor configuration optimized for the Test Case 3.2 and flight
conditions, i.e. VGI30 and VG430 series generator config-
urations respectively. Similar to characteristics found for
the generator blade height h/R, and installation location
X,,/R,, the choice of'best" sector angle 0, becomes far more
critical under test conditions than flight Reynolds numbers.
The sector angle characteristics presented in Fig. 16 also
suggests that there is'e very limited set of installation ge-
ometries where scaling between flight and wind tunnel is
even possible, and this is in the neighborhood of a 'best" or
optimum sector angle•
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Fig. (16) - Effect of vortex generator sector angle (O,) on engine
face DC, o distortion, VGI30 and VG430 series vortex
Test Case 3.2 and flight conditions.
Having chosen the "best" sector angle over "which the
the vortex generators are placed, the question arises as to
what spacing between generator blades will provide the
lowest DQo engine face distortion. Figure 17 presents the
effect of vortex generator spacing angle % on the DC_ en-
gine face distortion for a generator installation position at
an axial station of 3.0 _ithin the RAE2129 inlet duct oper-
ating at the Test Case 3.2 initial conditions. Also shown, on
Fig. 17 are the individual engine face recover3" maps at the
spacing angles considered in the analysis. For this sequence,
the generator sector angle was held fixed at 157.5 °, while the
spacing is determined from Eq. (6) for a given number of
vortex generators. The spacing of the individual generator
blades around the inside periphery of the inlet duct was also
determined from Eq. (6). For this set of inlet flow condi-
tions, vortex generator geometry', installation location, and
inlet duct aerodynamic characteristics, there existed a gen-
erator spacing angle which minimized the DC_ engine face
circumferential distortion, and this optimum spacing angle
was 15.0°.
I
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Vortex Generator Spacing Angle, ,%, degrees
Fig. (17) - Effect of vortex generator spacing angle (_ on engine
face DC, o distortion, VG i 30 series vortex generators,
Test Case 3.2 initial conditions.
This suggests a different design guideline for vortex
generator installations from that recommended by Pearcy) 2
but bare in mind that the effectiveness parameter used in
that study was retention of the individual vortex identities
downstream of the generator blades as measured on a flat
plate, while the effectiveness indicator used in this stud)' is
the DC_ engine face circumferential distortion descriptor.
Increasing the vortex generator spacing angle does indeed
increase the retention of the individual vortex identities, as
can be seen from the series of engine face total pressure re-
cover3 maps presented in Fig. 17, but it does not necessarily .10
lead to a minimum DC= engine face distortion, Thus with tip
regards to generator spacing:
For a given configuration of vortex generators positioned _ .08
at a fixed axial location, there exists a spacing angle which _ .06
will minimize engine face distortion at a given flow condi- .,
fion.
8 .04
Presented in Fig. 18 is a comparison between the ,a
of blade height. At the Test Case 3.1 initial conditions, the
total pressure losses API/Pzo were 0.00.5, 0.008, and 0.010 for
configurations VG310, V/3130, and VG230 respectively.
These configurations correspond to generator blade heights
h/R, of 0.060, 0.07.5, •nd 0.080.
Co_fig. VG310
Config• VG230
Conflg. VGI30
DCN - 0.02-_ DC, J - 0.244 DC_ - 0.279
Cm_fi I. VCI30 C_flg. VC12g)n Baseline (No VG's)
L /
-.0
I I_. l •
-.1-2 s to
Axial Centerline Distance, X/I_
Fig. (20) - Effect of vortex generator configuration on wall skin
friction coefficient (C/) along the 0 ,, 180 ° surface
element, Test C•se 3.2 conditions.
generators, Test C•se 3.2 and flight conditions. _b
m
Figure 19 presents the effect ofvonex generator con- r_ 0.5
figuration on DC_ engine face distortion as a function inlet
throat Much number M,, where the total pressure Pt_ and 1_ o.4
total temperature Tto were held constant at the Test Case "_
3.1 values. The vortex generator installations in-dud-e _6n- _ 0.:_
figurations VGI30, VG230, and VG310, which have previ-
ously been defined. In general, minimum/)C,= engine face .[ 0._
distortion occurred •t the conditions about which the gen-
erator installation was optimized. As the flow inlet throat '_ o.1
Mach number moves •way from the design throat Mach u,
number, the performance of the generator installation de- ",_
grades, i.e. the DC,_ engine face distortion increases• The u_
degree to which the performance degrades depends upon tl'ie
the the geometry, the arrangement, and the placement ofthe ....
generator installation within the inlet duct. In this example,
the "best" overall performance over the Mach number range
from 0.10 to 0.80 was achieved by the VGI30 generator in-
stallation. The total pressure losses•ssociated with these
vortex generator configurations indicate a strong influenc-e
vortex generator spacing angle a._ characteristics for a ge_- .......... t
erator configuration optimized for both the Test Case 3.2 ._ .02
initial conditions and flight conditions, i.e. VGI30 and
VG430 series generator configurations respectively. As with l I ! l
•o0.0 .l ., .othe other vortex generator parameters previously discussed,
it is apparent that the choice of optimum spacing angle a,_ Throat Much Number, M_
(i.e. lateral distance between generator blades) is a more
critical decision for an installation designed for a typical - Fig. (19)- Effect of vortex generator configuration on engine
scaled wind tunnel test environment than at flight Reynolds face DC_ distortion •s • function of throat Much
numbers, The spacing angle characteristics presented in Fig. number (M,), Pro = 29.889/n. Hg, Tto = 293°K,
18 also reveal that there is a very limited set of lateral
spacings between generator blades where scaling between
flight and wind tunnel is even possible, and these spacing lie A Pers_ctive on Vortex Generator Desilzn
in the neighborhood of the optimum angle.
Looking over the experimental work that has been
Test Case 3.2 Conditions - done over the past few y,',ars to develop generator instal;a-
.14 VGI3O Seri,._ Generator Conflgs. tions for inlet ducts, it is quite clear that the purpose of
\ _ vortex generators for internal fiow control is really to limit
•12 or minimize engine face distortion, particularly
circumferential distortion. Although not explicitly stated as
•_ .10 a goal, this is clearly what the development engineers had in
wand in the re-engining of the 727.100 center inlet duct for
_, .08 the JTgD series engine. 3 As such, fundamental or even ap-
plied research ought to reflect this goal, and make a dis-
.08 tinction between suppressing local flow separation (which is
_.....,......_ VG430 Series Generalor Conllgs. the external flow problem), and minimizing engine face dis-
.04 __ VG430 Series General tortion (which is the internal flow problem). Suppressing
"_ .02 local flow separation is a necessary, but not a sufficient
condition in the design of a vortex generator installation for
I
.00 0 10 2_0 30 4t0 510 60 1 inlet ducts, tlowever, minimizing engine face distortion is
70 both a necessary and sufficient condition for any internal
Vortex Generator Spacing Angle, =_, degrees flow management technique. Although these two goals are
related, there are many examples where suppressing sepa-
Fig. (18) - Effect of vortex generator spacing angle (=,,) on engine ration does not lead to a very good engine face distortion.
face DC,_ distortion, VGI30 and VG430 series vortex
One such example is illustrated in Fig. 20, which pre-
sents the wall skin friction coefficient C/ along the the
8 = 180" surface element of the RAE2129 inlet S-duct at the
Test Case 3.2 initial conditions for three vortex generator
configurations: (1) the baseline configuration, i.e. without
vortex generators, (2) vortex generator configuration
VGI30n, and (3) vortex generator configuration VGI30.
Vortex generator configuration VGI30n has the same ge-
ometry, arrangement, and location as configuration VGI30,
except is has only one (1) pair of to.rotating (or counter-
rotating) generators, as compared to eleven (11) pairs of
co-rotating generators for configuration VGI30. Also
shown on Fig. 20 are the DC,_ engine face distortion values
for each of these configurations mentioned, as well as the
engine face recovery maps. The baseline inlet duct (i.e.
without vortex generators) separates, and this separation is
indicated in Fig. 20 as a negative waU skin friction coeffi-
cient between the axial centerline stations X/R,--4.5 and
X/R,-- 6.5. The computed DC_ engine face distortion was
0.279 for the baseline case. With the installation of one (i)
co-rotating generator pair, the separation within the
IL_E2129 inlet duct g,as eliminated, as indicated by the
positive wall skin friction distribution in Fig. 20. But this
vortex generator configuration only reduced the the DC_
distortion from 0.279 to 0.244. Vortex generator configura-
tion VGI30, however also eliminated the flow separation in
the RAE2129 inlet S-duct, but it reduced the DCto engine
face distortion from 0.279 to 0.025. Thus, the design prob-
lem is the control of secondary' flow, not the elimination of
local flog' separation, and the rules for the the design of
vortex eenerator installation and the exlgerimental studies
used to understand the aerodynamics of vortex generators
must reflect this goal.
Whatever kind of flow management technique is used
in inlet ducts, the ultimate goal is to improve the quality of
flog" entering the engine (this is also true for inlet
bounda_.layer bleed or blowing). The penalty associated
with such flog' control can be large, however we can "move
the low energy flow around" within the inlet such that it has
less of an impact on engine performance. Bare in mind that
there is a quantitative measure of the effectiveness of any
internal flow management technique, and these are the
standard engine distortion descriptors that are unique to
each engine company. Therefore, judgements about the ef-
fectiveness of any inlet flog' technique must be made relative
to these descriptors.
Vortex generators are a particularly efficient method
of"moving low energy fluid around" so that it has less of an
impact on the engine as indicated by the confirmation tests
on the 727,JTSD-100 center inlet duct 3 as well as the con-
firmation experiment conducted on the re.engined
727;TAY651-54 center inlet S-duct 4 At take-off airflow
conditions, (i.e. at a throat Math number of 0.50 and
Reynolds number of 12.5x10 _ based on throat diameter),
measurements on the 727/JTSD-100 center inlet S-duct in-
dicate a total pressure loss of 0.002 (APt Pro) for twenty six
(26) generators, while measurements on the 727/TAY651-54
inlet duct indicated a maximum loss of 0.002 (APtlPto) for
thirty two (32) vortex generators. Thus for subsonic flog.,
vortex generators can be a very log" loss method for the
management of inlet distortion, particularly at flight
Reynolds numbers.
it is important to realize that vortex generators are
not being used in vortex flow control to energize the local
bounda_' layer, but rather to build a unique vorticity pat-
tern which interacts with the specific aerodynamic charac-
teristics of the inlet duct such that the engine face distortion
remains log" over the flight envelope. As such, specific de-
sign rules may not exist, but important observations about
the aerodynamic properties of vortex flow control can be
stated, and these must be tested over time by experimental
studies if the)' are to be incorporated into the design experi-
ence.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The present study demonstrates the capability of the
Reduced Navier Stokes_gNS3D to design a vortex generator
system for the RAE2129 inlet S-duct, where the goal was to
minimize inlet distortion by controlling seconda_' flog'. The
ILAE2129 inlet duct, with the installed vortex generator sys-
tem, will be tested over a wide range of flow conditions in-
cluding angle-of-incidence and angle-of-yaw. The
experimental data thus generated will be used to validate the
present vortex generator model, as welt as future models,
and will substantiate the concept of vortex flow control and
its ability to manage inlet distortion. This research study
also established the nature of the performance improve-
merits that can be realized with vortex flow control, and
suggests a set of aerodynamic properties (called observa-
tions) that can be used to arrive at a successful vortex gen-
erator installation design. This stud)' also indicated that
scaling between flight and typical wind tunnel test condi-
tions is possible only within a very narrow range of genera-
tor configurations close to an optimum installation. This
paper also suggests a possible lag' that can be used to scale
generator blade height for experimental testing, but further
research in this area is needed before it can be effectively
applied to practical problems. Lastly, this study indicated
that vortex generator installation design for inlet ducts is
more complex than simply satisfying the the requirement of
attached flog', it must satisfy the requirement of minimum
engine face distortion.
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